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Statement of Disclaimer 
 
Since this project is a result of a class assignment, it has been graded and accepted as 
fulfillment of the course requirements.  Acceptance does not imply technical accuracy or 
reliability.  Any use of information in this report is done at the risk of the user.  These 
risks may include catastrophic failure of the device or infringement of patent or 
copyright laws.  California Polytechnic State University at San Luis Obispo and its staff 
cannot be held liable for any use or misuse of the project. 
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Abstract 
The overall goal of this project is to create a workable system to harvest the power 
generated on exercise bikes at the Cal Poly Rec Center so that the electricity produced 
can eventually be sent to the power grid.  Our part of the project will focus on the 
mechanical harvesting of this power with the goal of using the product to run the 
Morningstar ProStar 12V 30 amp charge controller available from the 2007 project.  
Eventually, the power produced could be fed to the grid in the appropriate form.  The 
finished result of this project should be marketable to exercise bike manufacturers, 
particularly for the manufacturers who provide the bikes located in the Cal Poly Rec 
Center: LifeFitness and Star Trac.  As part of the marketability, the product must be 
safe, quiet, reliable, visually appealing, and cost effective; costing less than the price of 
the electricity it will save.  Ideally the device will be compatible with and will not 
change the footprint of the existing exercise bikes and also will be easy to maintain. 
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Chapter One - Introduction 
When walking into a gym, you see people on treadmills, exercise bikes, elliptical and 
rowing machines producing power in order to burn calories. The power being 
produced is dissipated primarily as heat. Human energy, as an alternative to fossil fuel 
and coal fueled electricity, would supply Cal Poly with clean sustainable energy that 
would be good for the environment and could save the University money at the same 
time. 
Human energy is an untapped resource. With 20 stationary bikes and 10 elliptical 
machines currently in use at the Rec Center, there is plenty of renewable electricity that 
can be harvested to create a more sustainable future. The Cal Poly Rec Center plans on 
expanding its facility in 2011 to include three times the amount of exercise bikes. With 
the implementation of this project, the Cal Poly Rec Center could produce electricity to 
power lights, televisions, and fans. An average rider can produce about 100 watts of 
power; thus each bike can provide between one and two kilowatt hours of electricity 
credit for the University.  
Problem Definition 
Our goal for this project was to design a robust system to demonstrate the potential of 
harvesting human power from an exercise bike. The design needed to be quiet and 
generate more electricity over its lifetime than it would cost to purchase. Our prototype 
device powered a 12 volt power box for the Design Exposition. We also worked with an 
Electrical Engineering team to improve the electrical connections, making this a more 
sustainable energy resource for the university. After creating our successful energy 
harvesting device, our idea can be presented to manufacturers of exercise bikes in order 
to incorporate this idea with their present design. 
This report was prepared for Professor David B. Braun as our sponsor and main 
stakeholder in this project. 
Requirements and Specifications 
The product must be safe, quiet, reliable, visually appealing, and cost effective, costing 
less than the price of the electricity it will save.  Ideally the device would not change the 
footprint of the existing exercise bikes and also will be easy to maintain. These items 
were taken into consideration and a formal set of engineering requirements was 
developed for the project.  These requirements provide some targets to strive toward as 
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project progresses and they will form the basis for testing down the line.  The 
requirements are provided in Table 1 below. 
Table 1: EcoGen Exercise Bike Formal Engineering Requirements 
Spec. 
# 
Parameter Description 
Target 
(units) 
Tolerance Risk Compliance 
1 
Size of largest opening on 
exterior cover for moving 
parts when fully 
assembled 
0.25 inch 
diameter 
Max M I, T 
2 
Number of mechanical 
(moving) or electrical 
components accessible 
(aside from insulated 
wires) without the use of 
tools  
0 parts Max M I 
3 Weight of added parts 15 lbs Max L T, A 
4 
Extension outside bike 
footprint (outermost 
dimensions of bike when 
viewed from top view) 
0 inches +3 inches M I, A 
5 
Additional user interaction 
to activate product after 
initial bike start-up 
0 steps Max L T 
6 
Lifetime Production and 
Maintenance Cost  
$250 ±$250 L A 
7 Sound heard at bike seat 65 dBA Max M T 
8 
Time between regularly 
expected maintenance 
2 years -1 year M T, A 
9 
Total lifetime of complete 
system 
8 years Min M T, A 
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10 
Water poured on product 
cannot come in contact 
with interior electrical 
parts and should drain on 
its own 
0 ounces Max H T, I 
11 
Produce useable power 
under 30 seconds 
100 Watts Min L T, A 
Note: Compliance methods –  
Analysis (A), Test (T), Similarity to Existing Designs (S), Inspection (I) 
The engineering requirements were developed using Quality Function Development 
(QFD) methods. With this technique our team attempted to develop quantifiable and 
verifiable targets that match the goals provided to us.  The chart in Appendix B. House 
of Quality helps match the engineering and customer requirements for the project and 
also gives some comparisons with other possible solutions. 
Safety was emphasized as the most important criteria for this project because of the 
final goal of implementing this system in the Rec Center.  To make the product safe for 
users, the group determined that any moving parts should be covered, with no 
openings large enough for fingers to fit in (approximately ¼ in.).  Also, a specification 
was developed to ensure that all electrical or moving parts are enclosed when the 
product is fully assembled and protect them from any water damage.  The design will 
also drain any water caught inside on its own.  The enclosure will only allow access 
with the appropriate tools for maintenance.  This requirement excludes any insulated 
wires that will have to be accessible to connect to the charge controller and other 
electronics. 
Several requirements were also developed to allow reasonable maintenance on the final 
product.  The weight requirement was developed taking into account the weight of the 
previously existing bikes and that they are moved by one person for maintenance.  
Because of the potential for heavy use of the exercise bikes at the Rec Center, there was 
a need for a requirement that takes into account regular expected maintenance.  The 
belts on many of the bikes are changed about once a year, so any replacements on 
additions to the bike should not be more frequent than this.  The target was set at two 
years.  Under normal use at the Rec Center, exercise bikes typically last three to eight 
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years.  Ideally our added system will last longer than the bikes themselves, but at a 
minimum lifetime target was set at the eight years. 
It is anticipated that the solution developed will be an add-on device to the current 
models of exercise bikes at the Rec Center.  Because the new Rec Center expansion is 
being designed with the current models in mind, it is important that the any power-
generating equipment does not change the footprint of the current bikes.  Consequently, 
a requirement was developed to limit any additions so that they do not extend farther 
than the outermost dimensions of the existing bikes. 
Another aspect taken into consideration in the requirements was the effect on the 
overall user’s experience.  Exercise bikes only require the user to begin pedaling to 
begin functioning, and our project should not change this or make it any more 
complicated for the user.  Additionally, there may be a lot of these bikes in operation at 
one time.  To account for this, any product designed should not be louder than a typical 
conversation, or about 65dB.  The current amount of resistance to start the exercise bikes 
is very low.  In keeping with the goal of preserving the user’s experience, it would be 
best to attempt to minimize this resistance increase no matter than, or about 10 to 15 
percent.  By nature, this requirement will be difficult to meet, because harnessing the 
bike’s power will naturally create more resistance on the pedals.  However, it might be 
possible to adjust some of the electronics on the current bikes to scale back the magnetic 
resistance that is used to balance out the added resistance. To make the design 
worthwhile, it should be able to produce useable power in less than 30 seconds of use.  
The goal for usable power will be at least 100 Watts.  This was chosen in order to be able 
to power useful devices such as light bulbs, laptops, small televisions, etc. 
One other aspect that will have to be considered throughout the design of this project is 
that there will be the potential electronics for converting the output electricity.  Though 
this is not part of the scope of our specific project, the overall goal of the final system is 
to have energy that is in the correct form to be sent to the power grid.  This will require 
some electronics, which will need a place to go.  This will have to be kept in mind 
throughout the design selection and refining process, but due to the uncertainty in the 
types and size of electronics used, no formal engineering requirement was developed. 
Another thing that will be kept in mind throughout the design process is the aesthetics 
of the final product.  This device will eventually be in the Rec Center, so the exterior 
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look should be consistent with the current designs.  This specification is part of 
preserving the user’s experience, and ideally the final product will have no negative 
effect on the look of the bike. 
Finally, one of the most important goals of this product is to make sure that it is 
financially feasible.  Calculations showed that the Cal Poly Rec Center would break 
even on their investment if the production and maintenance of our solution cost less 
than $500, as computed in Appendix A. Energy Savings over Lifetime. This calculation 
was based on some assumptions regarding the use of the bike and price of electricity.  
Realizing that some of these assumptions may not be valid, a target cost for the final 
product and any maintenance over its lifetime was set at $250. 
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Chapter Two - Background 
Existing Products 
Human Powered Electricity systems are not a new idea. They have been created by 
hobbyists for residential use, not with mass production or flexibility in bicycle 
manufacturers in mind. Figure 1 below is an example of a home generator.  
  
This design would work on a small scale, and could be used to charge batteries in case 
of power outage or natural disaster. However for the university, an easily installed, 
safe, and affordable design is required. The design featured above has exposed parts 
causing a safety hazard for the busy gym environment. Articles of clothing or personal 
affects could get caught in the rotating shaft and cause injury to the rider or bystander. 
Our project’s final goal is to be connected to the electrical power grid and meet PG&E 
specifications. This part of the project will require assistance from an Electrical 
Engineering team. The design featured above is only a solution to charge a battery for 
individual use. 
The current exercise bikes used by the Rec Center are powered by the user. As the user 
begins pedaling, the bike flywheel begins to rotate. The rotational energy is directly 
connected to the inner alternator with a belt drive and an electrical field is created. The 
power is stored in batteries on the bike, and the electricity is used to power the digital 
display and to supply current to the magnetically controlled resistance. Although there 
 
Figure 1. Home Bicycle Powered Generator 
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is no cost in powering the bikes, there is still excess power being produced by the 
alternator and rotational movement that could be harvested and used at a later time.  
The Rec Center currently uses two models for stationary exercise bikes, LifeFitness 95ci 
and the Star Trac Pro. Star Trac has been chosen as the bike to expand the current Rec 
Center fleet. Both of these bikes are self powered, and in use most of the eighteen hours 
the gym is open each day. Examples are featured in Figure 2 below.  
          
Figure 2. Lifefitness Upright Bike (Left), Star Trac Pro Recumbent Bike (Right) 
Both of these bikes are very similar in their inner drive train, shown in Figure 3. 
 
Figure 3. Star Trac Pro Inner Belt Drive 
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Existing Senior Projects 
In 2007 and 2008, two separate senior project teams attempted to meet this project’s 
needs. Both teams proved the concept by creating a working prototype to present; 
although both prototypes did not meet all the specifications set forth from the sponsor. 
One team worked on improving an exercise bike and the other a rowing machine. 
Background and insight into flaws they faced will be helpful in completing a successful 
project. 
In 2007, team Exercise Bike Generator, designed a 
device to fit on the bike and convert rotational 
energy into DC power to be stored in a battery. This 
stored energy was then used at a later time to 
power a laptop. 
The 2007 bike team purchased a recumbent bike, 
similar to the Rec Center bikes. The Stamina®, 
pictured in Figure 4, has a very similar belt drive 
system to the Rec center bikes, Figure 3. This was 
an inexpensive solution to the problem of not being 
able to outfit an actual Rec Center bike with their 
device. This bike provided a good solution. 
The main flaw with the 2007 team’s solution 
is the friction contact between the belt drive 
and motor shaft, Figure 5. This friction pad 
sleeve was used to make contact with the belt 
and rotate the motor shaft to output DC 
electricity. The friction pad was used to keep 
the diameter of the shaft connection small 
enough to maximize the amount of 
revolutions it spins relative to the flywheel 
diameter. Problems with the rubber sleeve 
chipping and tearing off within one user’s 
time were documented by the team. This 
would not be acceptable at the Rec Center Figure 5. 2007 Friction Contact 
Figure 4. Stamina Recumbent Bike 
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with the bikes being used eighteen hours a day. 
Preliminary testing of the bike project with a multi meter showed that an average of 11 
to 15 volts could easily be produced by the DC motor while an average rider pedals, a 
maximum amount being produced of 20 volts. Current readings were recorded by the 
previous team using a 1 ohm test resistor. These have yet to be confirmed, but once 
done, will confirm the power produced from the rider is 100 watts. This value was 
documented in test sessions on the bikes at the Rec Center. 
The rowing machine project was developed in 2008, it consisted of a second design 
prototype to harvest power from a human exercising.  The original equipment, The 
Concept 2, generates enough electricity from the user’s mechanical motion to power its 
display screen but not enough for other purposes.  This is achieved when the 12 pole 
donut magnet on the flywheel is spun past a U-shaped core, Figure 6.  Two sets of coils 
are wound around the core like a transformer.  The current induced in the coils 
generates the electric power and creates a tachometer signal where Watts, calories, 
speed, and other readings are calculated.  On the Concept 2, 75% of the mechanical 
work is dissipated into the flywheel via an air damper. Removing this damper was a big 
improvement.  100 Watts can be generated with moderate effort and an average 
mechanical power input of roughly 180 Watts was calculated.  A big concern for this 
project was to make sure the resistance added by the new power generation device was 
very small or non-existent.  They did not have enough time to finish the test but they 
tested the unmodified rower by setting up a load cell and a string potentiometer to 
measure the force applied to the handle and the distance that the handle was pulled.  
With this data, they obtained 
displacement-time profiles, force-time 
profiles, force-distance profile, and the 
power that the rower applies to the 
machine.  They did not get to test the 
modified machine to find how much 
increased resistance resulted from the 
added device.   
 
 In the rowing machine senior project, 
bicycle parts were chosen for power 
Figure 6. 12 Pole Donut Magnet on Flywheel 
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transmission from the flywheel to the motor, Figure 7. The bicycle drive train was 
chosen because of simplicity and flexibility with mounting design as well as the ease of 
being able to shift the mechanism to different gears in order to offer a wide range of 
resistances for the user.  New parts are also widely available at low prices.  Installation 
of bike parts requires only basic bike tools that are available at any bike shop for a 
reasonable price. Using a bicycle chain and cassette as the power transmission 
mechanism turned out to be the downfall of this project.  The problems that they had 
with using the bike chain occurred when the machine was used at high speeds, causing 
the chain to flop around in the derailleur and cause a lot of noise.  To remedy this, they 
lined the flywheel housing with sound insulating foam. Occasionally at high speeds the 
chain would also fall off of the mechanism if the gears were shifted and would freeze 
up the whole system.  In the previous report they recommend changing to a belt driven 
system in order to fix these issues. 
 
 
Figure 7. 2 Bike Cassettes and Chain  
 
The rowing team chose a DC motor to convert rotational energy from the rowing 
machine into electrical energy.  This was paired with a DC to DC converter that has an 
input range of 10-30 Volts and can output anywhere between 11 and 13.8 volts.  This 
was suggested by a professor in the Electrical Engineering Department, because with an 
AC motor a consistent voltage, which is needed to power a battery or input into a grid-
tie-inverter, is not produced. In the rowing team project write-up they state the motor 
used yields efficiencies from 75%-95%.  The specification sheet shows that it is rated to 
produce 12 volts at 1750 RPM and 24 volts at 2400 RPM which fall in the range of 
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expected RPMs with the given gearing of a 52 tooth sprocket and an 11-32 teeth 8 speed 
cassette. 
In the rowing project the final cost of their prototype ended up being $412.67. The 
electronic box will be reused in our project. These parts alone cost $268.69. 
Current State of the Art 
 
 
There are a few startup companies trying to explore 
this very idea of human power. Human Dynamo has 
created a system that connects four upright 
stationary bikes to a single alternator to create power 
for commercial locations, Figure 8.  
A new company as of fall 2008, Human Dynamo’s 
first implemented project was in Portland, Oregon at 
the Green Microgym. They installed the Team 
Dynamos which can generate 350 watts from four 
average riders while they are in use.  
The Team Dynamo even further reduces the cost per 
unit, for they tied four bikes together to run off a 
Figure 8. Team Dynamo Power Generator 
Figure 9.  Human Dynamo Power Box 
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single alternator. This creates even further cost and energy savings.  
The Rec Center ASI staff and advisors requested a unit that does not change the 
footprint of the stationary bikes. This is for safety reasons, to prevent trip hazards, and 
to maximize the amount of bikes per square foot. The featured power generating box is 
too large for Cal Poly specifications, Figure 9.  
This project is important to Cal Poly and to our responsibility to the environment. When 
the new Rec Center expansion is completed in 2011, Cal Poly will be responsible for 
75% of the electricity bill, where as before, Cal Poly and the State of California split the 
bill 50% each. And with the price of energy increasing, this energy cost increase will 
have to be compensated somehow. A sustainable energy solution would be ideal in the 
University’s case. If ‘green’ energy could be generated during hours the Rec Center was 
open, the University could use that as a credit for the electricity purchased from PG&E. 
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Chapter Three - Design Development 
The approach to solving this problem started with researching and understanding the 
work done by previous senior projects.  As mentioned before, there have been two 
other senior projects completed within the last two years that are directly related to this 
project.  These other projects had similar requirements for their design, so a lot of the 
background research previously conducted will be useful for this project.       
Background information began with a detailed examination of the bike and rowing 
machine projects that currently reside in the Bonderson Building.  The examinations 
included the following: 
 A determination of the past project’s level of safety, primarily focusing on 
enclosures/coverings for added parts  
 Testing using a digital multi-meter of the output voltage and power 
 An inspection  of the device to see if it altered the footprint of the exercise bike 
in any way 
The ultimate goal is to isolate the major advantages and disadvantages in the past 
designs and generate ideas for solving those problems.  Our ideas will primarily be 
focused on creating a robust design for an upright or recumbent bike.   
Discussion of Conceptual Designs 
The team conducted a brainstorming session where  possible solutions were thought 
up.  Some of the ideas seemed feasible while other seemed totally crazy.  Initially none 
of the ideas were criticized or critiqued any of the ideas, to allow for a variety of 
concepts.  Once the brainstorming session was completed, later on the list was 
narrowed down to several concepts that were feasible.  Here is the list of concepts that 
were put into the decision matrix, Appendix C.  Decision Matrices: 
 Improving the friction pad material on the existing senior project bike 
 Installing an alternator on bike flywheel 
 Attaching a shaft directly to existing drums or pulleys 
 Installing a longer belt with the additional of a drum  
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 Adding a secondary belt drive system to attach a power generating device 
These concepts were placed into a decision matrix and they were compared over 
several design criteria.  Here are the criteria that were used in grading each of our 
design concepts: 
 Safety 
 Power generating efficiency 
 Extension away from bike 
 Frequency of maintenance 
 Cost  
 Low Noise 
 Level of User Resistance 
 Lifetime 
 Universality 
When using a weighted decision matrix, safety and power generation were weighed 
more heavily because the sponsor has specified that these are most important.  The 
design matrices were completed individually then the results were discussed and 
combined.  A few problems that occurred while filling out the matrices dealt with 
estimating how efficient each design concept would be. The top three designs were 
therefore weighted against themselves to determine efficiency. Three designs scored 
fairly high in each of the individual decision matrices were chosen as the top concepts.   
1. The first concept with very high ratings was the addition of an alternator on the 
stationary bike flywheel. Although this is the most safe, efficient, and simplest 
design to suggest to the manufacturers at the end of the project, it would provide 
a challenge on the existing bike. The flywheel on this bike is also the means of 
resistance. If this flywheel were to be removed to add an alternator, a new 
magnetic resistance system needs to be installed to have the bike functioning as 
normal.  
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2. The second idea which still stood out from all the others is attaching a secondary 
drive system to the existing flywheel/pulley, Figure 10, to rotate the power 
generator. This design puts the motor clear of the users pedaling path, and 
minimized footprint expansion. The design is still safe to the user (when 
properly covered) and efficient in harvesting power. The challenge will be to 
match the correct gear ratio to generate the maximum amount of power.   
          
                            Figure 10. Stamina bike interior 
3. Another design with reasonable results from the design matrix was fabricating a 
shaft to attach to the rotating flywheel/pulley directly to the motor generator. 
This design would be feasible if the motor did not come into contact with the 
riders pedaling path. For this reason a flexible shaft was considered, Figure 11, in 
order to move the motor out of the way. 
The proposed design to install a power generator into the bike had to be eliminated.  
The existing flywheel occupies a set volume on our bike. Several size restrictions would 
have to be considered to replace this component with a generator.  The flywheel on the 
bike also provides the resistance for the user via magnetic resistance. The proposed 
alternator would have to be fitted with a resistance system as well.  This system 
presented many challenges and would require a high amount of customization to the 
Flywheel/pulley 
to attach 
secondary drive 
connecting to 
generator 
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bike, meaning it would be expensive.  For these reasons, this design was removed. For a 
commercial application, this design should work very well, and would be 
recommended because the bikes would be manufactured from the ground up. By 
switching the alternator with a more efficient one, Star Trac would be able to generate 
power for the bike and additional power to be harvested with very little design 
modification. 
The idea of adding a flexible shaft to the flywheel required an examination of the space 
requirements and how well the power would transfer to the added shaft.  
  
 
Based on the data for the Bison motor from the rowing team project, it was estimated 
that at least 2.56 lb-in would carried by the shaft. See Appendix E. Detailed Supporting 
Analysis for calculations.  Information from an online flexible shaft manufacturer, S.S. 
White, showed that the minimum bend radius for a shaft carrying this torque is 4 
inches.  This would make the shaft extend too far into the area where the exercise bike 
user is pedaling. This was unacceptable as it would change the rider’s overall 
experience significantly.  Due to this conflict with the space requirements, the flexible 
shaft idea was eliminated 
Concept Selection 
After eliminating the flexible shaft and flywheel generator design concepts, more 
detailed focus was placed on the secondary drive concept 
The secondary drive connection took on a few different forms before becoming 
finalized.  Two power train options were a sprocket and chain concept or a belt and 
pulley concept.   The chain and sprocket design would take little space and would be 
Figure 11. Flexible shaft and connection to motor 
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relatively easy to assemble.  However, it would also require lubrication more frequently 
than the annual maintenance job the technicians give the bikes. This was a disadvantage 
because maintenance on the bikes should stay a minimum, as requested by the sponsor.  
Another concern was if the sprocket and chain design could function below the 
allowable noise levels.  This was the main disadvantage with the rowing team’s project.  
The observation was made that most exercise bikes use a belt and pulley system to 
transfer power.  Chain and gears power trains are rarely used.  This evidence led our 
group to settle on a belt and pulley system. A flat belt was chosen over a V-belt because 
research showed that flat belts tend to be quieter and also more efficient than V-belts. 
The final concept selection is the secondary belt drive to a motor with a flat belt (refer to 
Appendix C.  Decision Matrices). This design keeps the motor out of the users pedaling 
path, minimizes the footprint extension, and creates minimal noise. 
Several factors were considered to determine the ratio needed to produce a usable rpm 
on the generator.  Originally a Bison PMDC motor was considered that was used by the 
2008 rowing project.  Their testing showed that the generator has to spin at 2400 rpm to 
produce 10 V1, which exceeds the value needed to operate the Morningstar Charge 
Controller.  This value of 2400 rpm was used in initial calculations.  When the final 
Anaheim Automation brushless DC motor was selected, it was selected so that it would 
produce usable power around this rpm value.  After consulting some typical student 
exercise bicyclists and discovering that an optimal exercise bike workout includes 
pedaling at 90 rpm2 it was determined that 80 rpm would be used for calculations.  On 
the Stamina 4600, the speed ratio between the pulley attached to the pedals and the 
flywheel is about 8.4.  The speed ratio between the flywheel and generator would need 
to be around 3.57.  To account for some possible slippage, the pulleys will have a ratio 
of 4.  This will be used to find the appropriate pulleys and belt to purchase. 
Pulley diameters of 6 inches and 1.5 inches were used to approximate a belt length of 23 
inches.  This length will provide an estimated benchmark for the length throughout the 
belt selection process.  Once exact dimensions are selected for the pulleys, a more exact 
                                                 
1 Goldstein, Zachary R., Sean A. Gouw, and Alexander J. Clarabut. Exercise to Grid II: Rowing. Rep. San 
Luis Obispo: California Polytechnic State University, 2008. Print. 
2 "Exercise Bike Trianing When Injured: The best workout to maintain fitness when you're injured." Peak 
Performance. <http://www.pponline.co.uk/encyc/0171.htm>. 
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length can be calculated. Further detailed calculations can be found in Appendix E. 
Detailed Supporting Analysis. 
Chapter Four – Description of Final Design 
The final design chosen was the secondary belt system. A belt drive was selected 
because of its low noise produced and ease of maintenance. The concept design can be 
seen below in Figure 12 and Figure 13. The bright colored components are the new 
design additions to the bike. 
 
Figure 12. Final Design - Enclosed 
 
Figure 13. Final Design - Open 
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The secondary belt-drive system starts with a 6 inch pulley.  This pulley is fastened to 
the rotating flywheel by two bolts.  These bolts effectively clamp the added pulley to 
the flywheel.  The rotational energy is transferred by the friction between the surface of 
the flywheel and the pulley.  This added pulley required the support bracket to be 
extended from its original location.  Thus the original bracket had to be removed, and a 
new bracket with solid rectangular tubing welded onto it was added.  As a result of the 
added pulley and relocated bracket, a longer shaft was required.  This new shaft is 
nearly identical to the existing shaft, at 0.3937 inches (10 mm) in diameter, but is about 
an inch longer to account for the new pulley.  The shaft does not spin, but remains 
stationary while the bearings in the flywheel and pulley carry the rotation.   A flat belt 
on the 6 inch pulley connects to a 1.181 inch (30mm) pulley.  This smaller pulley is 
connected to the motor (generator) shaft. The front of the motor was directly fastened to 
a steel plate with four bolts. This plate was welded to the existing bike frame.  A plastic 
cover that was thermoformed encases all of these mechanical parts, keeping the user 
safe.  The only things that protrude from the case are the bike’s display, and a single 
cord from the motor which goes directly into the electronics box located below and 
behind the rider.      A photograph of the system without the cover is shown in Figure 
14. 
 
Figure 14. Final Bike System (Without Cover) 
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This system modification was the best solution to meet all the customer’s requirements. 
Figure 15. Secondary Belt Drive shows a detailed CAD model of the system.  Figure 16 
shows a photograph of the system.  This design places the motor out of the way of the 
rider’s pedaling stroke, and minimizes the change to the current footprint, as requested 
by the Rec Center.  
 
Figure 15. Secondary Belt Drive 
 
Figure 16. Final Belt Drive 
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Cover 
Due to the modifications on the bike, the protective cover provided by the manufacturer 
no longer fit over the bike to contain its moving components. A new one had to be 
created. To solve the customer specification of safety, thermoformed plastic sheets were 
manufactured by the team in the Industrial Technology Lab. Clear sheets of PETG 
(Polyethylene terephthalate) were heated until pliable then vacuumed down over a 
mold. These sheets of plastic were donated from the IT department. The final version of 
the cover is shown in Figure 17. 
 
Figure 17. Manufactured Cover 
High density polyurethane foam was used to create the mold of the cover. This was 
covered in plaster for heat resistance. Silicone gel was used to insure this cover is 
waterproof to protect the inner pulleys, belts, and motor.  
This new cover provides a safe barrier for the rider and bystanders from the moving 
flywheel and pulleys. The customers’ main concern of safety was met with the addition 
of this component. 
Pulleys 
The diameters of the pulleys chosen are 6‛ for the larger 
pulley and 1.18‛ for the smaller; this gives a speed ratio of 
5.085.  The larger pulley is a nylon DuraBelt flat belt pulley 
and was connected to the flywheel via two bolts.  The 
pulley is large enough that the outside will make contact 
with the rim of the flywheel.  Additionally, there is contact 
Figure 18. Large Pulley to be 
Connected to Flywheel 
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in the center at the hub of the flywheel.  When the pulley was bolted to the flywheel, it 
was tightened as much as possible without deforming, giving a maximum clamping 
force and providing friction to transmit the torque to the pulley.  Using the calculated 
values for the tension in the bike’s original belt at a high power input, this torque was 
found to be 23.5 in-lb (Appendix E).  This is a relatively small value and it appears 
reasonable that this system should transmit this torque.   
The large pulley is made of a high-grade plastic nylon and is reinforced with fiberglass.     
According to the manufacturer, the nylon is easy to machine on a lathe and there is no 
fiberglass dust as long as there is no grinding.  The pulley has molded-in bearings 
which are more precise than pressed-in bearings since pressed-in bearings may slip 
from side to side.  The standard bearings with the pulleys are 6203-2RS that are rated 
precision bearings and have radial seals (Appendix G. Vendor Supplied Component 
Specifications and Data Sheets).  The bearing adapter that is included with the pulley 
comes in a 10mm bore size in order to fit the shaft.   The 6203 bearings are rated higher 
than the 6000Z bearings on the flywheel and they will not see any loads higher than 
those on the flywheel so it is safe to assume that the new added bearing will not fail. 
The smaller pulley is a steel flanged drive pulley with a running 
diameter of 1.181‛ (30mm).  The pulley has a bore size of 0.4724‛ but 
was machined to have a 0.5‛ diameter bore and then placed on the 
0.5‛ diameter D shaft of the motor and set in place with a set screw.  
By clamping down the pulley with the set screw to the shaft, it 
enabled the motor shaft to be spun to create 
power. 
The bolts holding the large pulley to the flywheel are 5/16‛-18x2.5 
bolts grade 8 bolts.  They are to be paired with 5/16‛-18 steel flange 
nuts. Since the flywheel is transmitting such a small torque all that 
is necessary is enough clamping force and the failure analysis on 
the web of the pulley was not critical. 
Machined Bracket and Rectangular Tubing 
With the new pulley being attached to the flywheel, the shaft 
support bracket needed modification. The old bracket had to be 
removed and then re-welded onto 3 inch long rectangular tubing to 
Figure 19. Small 
Pulley to be Attached 
to Motor Shaft 
Figure 20. Support 
Bracket Attached 
to Steel Tubing 
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offset the new bracket 3/4‛ from the frame, as depicted in Figure 20. The Mustang 60 
Shop Technicians were approached for welding assistance and use of tools. 
This new bracket is in bending and takes on the forces from the belt tension, 22.84 lbf 
and 3.978 lbf. After Von Misses stress analysis was preformed, the factor of safety on the 
bracket was above 17. This bracket is strong enough for this application, and will not 
fail. 
Belt 
The belt selected was a Habasit TC-20EF 
(refer to data sheet in Appendix G. Vendor 
Supplied Component Specifications and 
Data Sheets).  To determine which flat belts 
met the specifications of the generator drive 
system, Habasit’s POWERSeleCalc software 
was used to ensure that the analysis was 
consistent with the manufacturer’s belt 
specifications.  The analysis was conducted 
using the expected highest torque input 
based on a power of 400 W (~0.54 hp) and a pedal speed of 60 rpm, to make sure the 
belt would handle the highest loads.  These values were estimated after running a test 
on an exercise bike that displayed the input power.  Though this amount of power 
could probably only be sustained for short periods of time, they were used to ensure 
that the belt would not fail. Several belts were specified by the Habasit software that 
met the requirements of this application, but the final selected belt was the 
recommended choice.   Hand calculations were performed to confirm that the results of 
the Habasit software were consistent typical belt specification principles.  The 
recommended belt width for the TC-20EF was 0.3 inches but a width of 0.5 inches was 
selected to account for any inaccuracies in the estimated loads.  
Precision Shaft 
The shaft was made from AISI 1566 alloy steel bar stock 
shaft (Figure 22) from McMaster Carr.  The shaft has an 
outside diameter of 0.3937 inches (10mm) and a total 
length of 6 inches when finished.  Both ends are 
Figure 22. Precision shaft with 
threaded ends 
Figure 21. Flat Belt 
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threaded with different size threads.  The analysis performed on this shaft (Appendix E) 
was for a bracket to bracket length of 5.451 inches.  The actual shaft has a bracket to 
bracket length of 5.25 inches.  This discrepancy occurred because the analysis was done 
before the new pulley width was selected.  Because the analyzed shaft was longer, the 
analysis results shown in Table 2 represent a conservative approach, making all the 
findings perfectly valid.      
Table 2. Detailed Failure Analysis for Shaft 
Failure Mode Actual on Shaft Allowable Result 
Due to Bending 25,064 psi 89,900 psi 3.586 FOS 
Due to Fatigue Y = 1X Load Line Y = (-89.9/106)X + 89.9 
Goodman Line 
3.879 FOS 
Max Shaft Deflection 0.003462 inches 0.01 inches 2.89 FOS 
Max Shaft Slope 0.002536 rad 0.001-0.003 rad Within 
Allowable Range 
McMaster Carr has rated the 1566 unhardened alloy as ‚good‛ for machinability, 
therefore the bar stock will be threaded on both ends so that it can be bolted to the 
slotted support brackets on each end.   
Generator 
A brushless DC motor was selected for use as the 
electrical power generator.  The motor selected was 
an Anaheim Automation BLY342S 30V DC motor.  
This was selected because of its compact size and its 
long lifetime due to not having brushes.  It has a 
rated power of 220 W, well above the expected 100 
W average output of the exercise bike system.  
Permanent magnet DC motors were considered for 
this application, but to achieve the necessary power 
this type of motor had to be very large.  The large 
size did not work well with this design.  
Additionally, because of the friction on the brushes a 
PMDC motor requires more maintenance than a brushless motor.  
Figure 23. Anaheim Automation 
BLY342S 30V DC Motor 
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The motor selected also has a rated speed of 3000 rpm.  This was selected because the 
pulleys had been sized for a target generator shaft speed of about 2400 rpm at a typical 
pedal speed.  It was assumed that the majority of pedaling would produce speeds at the 
generator between 2000 and 3000 rpm.  The Back EMF voltage of the motor is 6.0 
V/kRPM, meaning that it should produce about 12 V at 2000 rpm and 18 V at 3000 rpm.  
These values would be sufficient to run the charge controller.  Based on the designed 
pulley diameters and the speed ratio from the pedal to the flywheel, this would occur at 
about 50 to 70 rpm pedal speed, which is easily achievable by a human rider.   The final 
speed ratio between the pedals and the generator was about 36, which meant that 
pedaling at 60 rpm would produce 2160 rpm at the motor, and pedaling at 80 rpm 
would produce 2880 rpm at the motor. 
Rectifier 
The drawback of selecting a brushless DC 
motor to use as a generator was that the 
electrical power it produces is three-phase AC.  
To make this work with the DC charge 
controller from the previous bike project, a 
three phase bridge rectifier was added to the 
system.  This component converts the AC 
power to DC.  The smallest readily available 
rectifier was selected, which was the 
International Rectifier MDS60A1200V 
(60MT120KB).  This is rated up to 60 A and 1200 V, well above the expected output of 
the 30 V generator.  
Steel Motor Mount Plate 
A 1/8‛ thick steel square plate was cut and drilled to fit 
the bolt pattern of the motor. This plate was welded 
along its lower edge directly to the frame of the bike. 
The forces acting on this plate are due to the tension in 
the additional belt and are not enough to cause this 
piece to fail.  The plate was located far enough away 
from the pulley and flywheel so that the flywheel could 
Figure 24. Rectifier 
Figure 25. Motor Mount 
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easily be removed and replaced for maintenance. 
Turnbuckle 
To allow for more adjustability in the original bike belt, 
the bike’s tensioning spring was replaced with a 
turnbuckle.  The turnbuckle was rated up to 60 lb of 
tension, which was sufficient to tighten the belt to its 
initial tension based on the moment arm provided by 
the idler pulley arm.  Tightening the turnbuckle causes 
the idler pulley arm to move upward and tensions the 
original belt.  This can be performed by hand or with 
the use of pliers. 
Washers 
In order to keep a good clamping force on the whole 
system between the two steel brackets, ten washers were 
added to the system to increase the contact area between 
the brackets.  Washers were added one at a time until the 
space was completely filled, and this allowed us to 
generate a maximum clamping force while still keeping the 
brackets upright.   These also work to align the shaft, 
ensuring that it is perpendicular to the brackets. 
Frame Adjustment 
By mounting the motor directly behind the fly-wheel, the 
existing pin for adjusting the length of the bike had to be 
removed.  In order to keep the bike’s adjustability, holes 
were drilled on the sides of the frame.  A 5/16"-18 4‛ bolt 
was then pushed through these holes to effectively lock the 
two halves of the bike in place.  The bolt has a wing nut on 
the end to keep it secure.   
Electronics 
The generator outputs 3 phase AC power and goes into a rectifier that converts it to DC 
power.  The two wires from the rectifier run to the back of the bike where there are 
electronics that are housed in a box.  These electronics consist of a charge controller, an 
Figure 26. Turnbuckle 
Figure 27. Washers Added 
Figure 28. Wing nut and drilled holes 
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inverter, and a battery.  They are required for our design in order to prove the concept 
of harvesting human power, but they would not be included in the price of a bike 
connected to the power grid.  The current system charges the battery.  This stored 
power can then be used for other electrical devices. 
 
Figure 29. System Electrical Diagram 
Cost Analysis 
The bill of materials, Table 3, shows the final cost of the parts for the final design 
concept.  It is easy to see that a major portion of the cost ($440) of the project will come 
from the electronics and the generator needed to transform the power into a form that 
can charge the battery.  Also note that the cost of the bike is omitted from this table.  
The final cost is $535.65 which is above our target cost of $500. This cost would likely 
decrease if the system were actually connected to the grid because the battery, the 
charge controller, and inverter would be replaced by other electrical components which 
would presumably be less expensive. 
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Table 3. Bill of Materials 
Part # Vendor Qty Part Description 
Unit 
Cost($) 
Price 
($) 
  1 Battery Purchased by Bike Team 63 63 
    1 AC/DC Inverter Purchased by Bike Team 43 43 
    1 Charge Controller Purchased by Bike Team 138 138 
BLY342S-30V-
3000 
 Anaheim 
Automation 
1 Brushless DC Motor  Generator 165.47 165.47 
Flat Idler 
6‛x.75‛  
Kaman 
Industrial  
1  
Large Flat-belt Pulley w/ BA41 
bearing adapter  
Fastens to Flywheel  17.04  17.04  
 HBPG30-P12-16  Misumi USA   1  Small Flat-belt Pulley Fastens to Generator  12.10  12.10  
 6082K418  
New England 
Belting Co. 
1  Flat-belt Habasit TC-20EF 
Transmits power from 
flywheel to generator  
25.00  25.00  
1482K12  McMaster  1  
10mm diameter Precision Drive 
Shaft 400mm long 
Longer shaft used to replace 
old one 
6.73 6.73 
MDS60A1200V 
(60MT120KB) 
Virtual 
Village 
1 
International Rectifier 3 Phase 
Bridge Rectifier 
Converts 3 phase AC generator 
output to DC 
30.78 30.78 
90018 Fastenal 1 M3 hex head 5mm screw Holds small pulley in place 0.06 0.06 
030699556489 Home Depot 2 5/16"-18  2 ½‛ Grade 8 Crown Bolt  fastens large pulley to flywheel 0.81 1.62 
03069968183 Home Depot 2 5/16"-18 Grade 8 Crown Bolt hex fasten large pulley to flywheel 0.30 0.60 
030699020485 Home Depot 2 
5/16" Grade 8 Crown Bolt flat 
washer 
Used to fasten large pulley to 
flywheel 
0.24 0.48 
030699356980 Home Depot 4 5mm – 8 Crown Bolt hex bolt Motor mount bolts 0.20 0.80 
36198 Home Depot 4 M5 - .8 Crown Bolt hex nut Motor mount nuts 0.15 0.60  
030699363087 Home Depot 4 Crown Bolt Washer Motor mount washers 0.11 0.44 
655449 Home Depot 1 3/8‛ Crown Bolt hex nut Secures shaft on bracket 0.11 0.11 
030699099863 Home Depot 1 5/32‛ x 4- ¾‛ Crown Bolt turnbuckle Replaces tensioning spring 1.44 1.44 
19841 Home Depot 10 3/8‛ Crown Bolt SAE Washer Locate the main shaft 0.10 1.00 
6403125 RadioShack 3 
#8 Spade-Tongue Terminals for 22-
18 gauge wire 
Connect generator wires to 
rectifier 
0.13 0.40 
6403130 RadioShack 2 
#10 Spade-Tongue Terminals for 12-
10 gauge wire 
Connect charge controller 
wires to rectifier 
0.33 0.66 
6403057 RadioShack 5 Wire nuts Cover exposed generator wires .20 1.00 
H190120 
Pacific Coast 
Home & 
Garden 
1 5/16"-18 4‛ Hillman Fastener bolt 
Holds two halves of frame 
together 
0.60 0.60 
H180252 
Pacific Coast 
Home & 
Garden 
1 5/16"-18 Hillman Fastener wing nut 
Holds two halves of frame 
together 
0.47 0.47 
89825K561  McMaster  1  1 ft rect. S/S tubing  For shaft support bracket  3.20 3.20  
655430 Home Depot 1 5/16"-18 Hex Nut Fastens small end of shaft 0.10 0.10 
91030A430 McMaster 1 
Black-Oxide Steel Flange Hex Nut 
3/8"-24 Thread 
To lock parts on to the shaft 1.94 1.94 
9071K62 McMaster 1 1/8‛ 1075 Spring Steel plate For motor mount 4.01 4.01 
 N/A  Cal Poly IT 2 Polyurethane Enclosure  Encases all mechanical parts  2.50 5 
N/A  Cal Poly IME  -  Weld Materials  MIG to attach brackets   ~10  
 Total Cost 535.65 
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Chapter Five- Product Realization 
The first step in the manufacturing process was to cut off one of the main flywheel 
support brackets and re-weld it back on with a rectangular spacer.  This expanded the 
available width in between the two brackets. 
 
Figure 30. Cutting Bracket 
 
Figure 31. Re-welding Bracket 
The next step was drilling holes in the large pulley so that bolts could be fed through it, 
fastening it to the main fly-wheel.  A standard drill press was used for this operation.  
Once the holes were drilled, the pulley was fastened to the fly-wheel using two bolts.  
Rubber pads were inserted in between the pulley and flywheel to increase the friction 
coefficient between the two.  Having a high friction coefficient was necessary in order to 
successfully transfer power to the generator without fatiguing the nylon pulley. 
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Figure 32. Drilling Holes in Large Pulley 
Next a new main shaft was manufactured in order to accommodate the added width of 
the large pulley and the increased distance between the two support brackets.  A 
precision drive shaft was purchased from McMaster Carr.  The shaft was cut to correct 
length on a band saw and then turned down on the ends using a lathe.  Dyes were used 
on each end of the shaft to create 5/16‛ x 18 threads on one side and 3/8‛ x 24 threads on 
the other.  The threading of the shaft was done by hand, by placing the shaft in a vise 
with soft jaws. 
 
Figure 33. Turning Shaft on CNC Lathe 
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Figure 34.  Threading Shaft 
The shaft was remanufactured a second time because it wasn’t made long enough the 
first time and also because soft jaws were not used which created imperfections in the 
shaft itself.  The final shaft was also later threaded a little more on one side in order to 
allow a nut to be place on the inside of the support bracket.  This allowed the shaft to be 
tightened down with more force in between the two support brackets.  Per Professor 
Fabijanic’s advice, additional washers were purchased to place on the shaft so the shaft 
could be locked down tight without bending the brackets inward. 
The final motor selected to be used in this project was an Anaheim Automation DC 
motor, which produced 3 phase AC power when used as a generator.  This new motor 
was shorter than the previously selected motor eliminating the need for support L-
brackets on the back end of the motor since the new motor fit perfectly on the existing 
frame.  The motor still had to be mounted to the frame, so a square steel plate was cut 
out of some scrap metal on a band saw.  Four holes were drilled in the corners of the 
plate to mount the motor onto the plate using some small bolts and nuts.  Before the 
plate could be welded to the frame, a small metal nut had to be cut off of the frame.  
This nut was used to hold a pin that adjusted the length of the bike for different sized 
riders.  The nut was removed using a grinder.  Once it was removed, the steel plate was 
then welded to the frame of the bike.   
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Figure 35. Creating Motor Mount 
 
Figure 36. Motor Mount Welded 
A rectifier had to be purchased in order to convert the 3 phase AC signal into a DC 
source.  Additional wires and leads had to be purchased to complete the electrical 
connections to the charge controller. 
The hole on the small pulley ordered from Misumi USA had to be drilled a little larger 
in order to fit on the motor shaft.  This was done on a drill press.  The pulley did not 
come with a set screw, so an M3 set screw was purchased.  
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Figure 37. Creating Case Mold 
 
Figure 38. Thermoforming Case Over Mold 
The final piece to be manufactured was the protective case.  A mold was made out of 
high density polyurethane donated from the Supermileage team.  The shape of the 
existing case was traced and extra room was added to include the added motor.  A 
rough shape was cut out of the foam using a Milwaukee Sawzall.  Finer shaping and 
contouring was done using a small knife.  Once the shape of the mold was finished, a 
coat of plaster was placed over it.  This plaster was necessary because the cover was 
going to be thermoformed out of PETG in the IT plastics lab.  The mold had to be cut in 
half in order to fit in the thermoforming machine.  The finished pieces were trimmed 
and bonded together to create two halves.  These two halves were combined to make 
the finished case. 
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Chapter Six – Design Verification (Testing) 
Test Description 
The following Design Verification Tests, as abbreviated in Table 4, were performed on 
the concept design. The full version is listed in Appendix I. Design Verification Plan. 
The largest opening on the exterior cover must not be accessible by an outside user 
sticking a pencil through any given space.  While trying to fit the case around all of the 
components on the bike, holes had to be cut to form around the resistance adjustment.  
While cutting these holes there were alignment issues, thus resulting in larger holes 
than anticipated, therefore this test did not meet the criteria.  However, the case does 
cover the electric and mechanical components so they are not accidentally touched by a 
user.  It was inspected that no user will be able to access any mechanical or electrical 
components removing the cover with the exception of insulated wires.  Any mechanical 
parts added to the concept were weighed using an analog scale, and must not total 
more than 15 lbs.  The total weight of all the components was 7 lbs.  The footprint of the 
bike, the concept along with all of its components (mechanical and electrical), cannot 
extend further than the outermost dimensions of the bike. All parts and additions were 
checked to make sure they do not exceed the three inch limit. 
The concept requires no additional user interaction to activate the product after the 
initial bike has started up, the power generation process will begin as soon as the user 
begins pedaling.   Our total costs exceeded the target value of $500.   The sound 
propagation heard at the bike seat was measured using a sound level meter placed on 
the seat in a quiet controlled environment to ensure the sound does not reach more than 
65 dB (A). The sound readings were between 60-65 dB (A). 
It is expected that the first part that will need replacement is the added belt.  The target 
lifetime for the belt is at least one year so that it will not be replaced more often than the 
standard Rec Center maintenance period. The system was put through a testing period 
that consisted of 15 hours of pedal time to simulate one days use in the Rec Center.  The 
pedal speed ranged from 50-90 rpm throughout the test to simulate a typical workout 
for Cal Poly students. After the testing period the belt’s length was re-measured to 
check for stretching.  The manufacturer recommends that the belt be replaced when it 
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reaches an elongation of 3%.  For the 26.5 inch belt in the system, this would be 0.795 
inches.  It was estimated that the bikes in the Rec Center are used 5175 hours each year 
Appendix A. Energy Savings over Lifetime.  This means that for the 15 hour test time 
the belt should elongate no more than 0.0023 inches.  After the testing, the amount of 
elongation was clearly less than 0.005 inches but it was too small to accurately measure 
so it is assumed to be less than 0.002 inches 
The design required an enclosure to be built around any modifications to the bike in 
order to protect it from water damage.  This was tested by pouring (8) ounces of water 
on top of the bike and placing a bucket underneath to make sure water does not gather 
inside the cover or get on any of the electrical components. Due to the holes created in 
the case during assembly this test did not meet the criteria.  These results were 
discovered during the late stages of the bikes production so other design concepts were 
unable to be pursued.   
The output power of the device was measured by setting up the circuit in two different 
configurations as shown in Figure 2.  A variable resistance test and a variable speed test 
were performed.  The results of the variable resistance test are shown in Figure 40.  This 
test was performed at approximately 75 rpm pedal speed.  The test resistor was only 
rated at 5 Amps which limited the maximum power output during this test.   
 
Figure 39. Electrical Test Setup with Variable Resistor 
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Figure 40. Variable Resistance Test Results 
The next test conducted consisted of a similar setup but had a varying rider input 
speed.  The speeds ranged from 50-140 rpm.  Two runs were tested with the same setup 
as the variable resistance test while a third run used the full system setup shown in 
Figure 41.  The results of the testing are shown in Figure 42.  As seen in the figure, 
electrical power of 200W was achieved.  100W of power output could easily be 
produced at pedal speeds of 70 rpm or greater.  This pedal speed is a reasonable value 
for a college student who is working out.  Higher output values could have been 
obtained except that the ammeter used during testing had a 10 Amp fuse so special care 
was taken to avoid blowing the fuse.  The numerical data from testing can be seen in 
Appendix J. Electrical Testing Data. 
 
Figure 41. Electrical Test Setup with Full System 
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Figure 42. Variable Speed Electrical Test Data 
 
Figure 43. Electrical Testing Equipment Setup 
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Figure 44. Electrical Test in Progress 
Table 4. Test Plan (DVP) 
Item 
No 
Specification or 
Clause Reference Test 
Description 
Acceptance 
Criteria 
Test  
Responsibility 
Test 
Stage 
SAMPLES 
TESTED 
Quantity Type 
1 
Largest opening 
on exterior cover 
for moving parts 
when fully 
assembled 
Attempt to 
insert wooden 
#2 pencil into 
all openings 
<0.25 inch All DV All 
holes 
B 
2 
Number of 
mechanical 
(moving) or 
electrical 
components 
accessible (aside 
from insulated 
wires) without the 
use of tools 
Visual 
Inspection 
0 Parts All DV 1 B 
3 
Weight of added 
parts 
Parts 
measured on 
analog scale 
< 15 lbs All DV 1 B 
4 
Extension outside 
of bike footprint 
(outermost 
dimensions of 
bike when viewed 
from top view) 
Visual 
Inspection 
0 inches All DV 1 B 
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5 
Additional user 
interaction to 
activate product 
after initial bike 
start-up 
Visual 
Inspection 
0 steps All DV 1 B 
6 
Lifetime 
production and 
maintenance cost 
Analyze 
manufacturing 
and additional 
parts costs 
<$500 All DV 1 B 
7 
Sound heard at 
bike seat 
Measure 
sound with a 
decibel meter 
set at the bike 
seat in a quiet 
room 
< 65 dB (A) All PV 4 C 
8 
Time between 
regularly expected 
maintenance 
Fatigue 
analysis on 
system 
> 1 year All DV 1 B 
9 
Water poured on 
product cannot 
come in contact 
with interior 
electrical parts 
and should drain 
on its own 
Pour a 
specified 
amount of 
water on 
enclosure then 
visually 
inspect and 
gather poured 
water and re-
measure 
No water on 
electrical 
parts 
All PV 10 C 
10 
Produce useable 
power under 30 
seconds 
Measure 
output power 
with light bulb 
100 Watts All PV 10 C 
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Chapter Seven – Conclusion and Recommendations 
This prototype was successfully able to meet most of the requirements established at the 
beginning of the project and therefore proves the concept of generating power from a 
stationary exercise bike.  100 Watts of electrical power could easily be generated by a 
rider pedaling at 70 rpm.  This system had a maximum output of over 200 W. 
 
Even though the prototype is a success, Ecogen recommends modifying the existing 
alternator on current Rec Center bikes. These alternators are built into the bikes already 
and produced usable power to run the display screens.  If the alternators were 
oversized, they could produce extra power that could be sent to the grid.  The best place 
to make this change is at the manufacturing stage.  This idea should be proposed to 
large bike producers.  A major convincing point is that the manufacturers could 
advertise a product that would help the environment and save the user money. 
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Appendices 
Appendix A. Energy Savings over Lifetime 
 
Open Hours at Rec Center: Monday-Friday 6am-12am 
        Saturday  8am-10pm 
         Sunday  8am-12am 
         Total Open Gym Hours:  120 hours/week 
Assumptions: 
 100 Watts produced on average rides’ workout 
 Bikes used 90% on weekdays, and 75% on weekends, 103.5 hours/week 
 PG&E cost of electricity is $0.12/kWhr 
 Rec Center open 50 weeks a year, average 
 Life time of bikes, 8 years 
 
Calculate kilo watt hours produced per week: 
 100 𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑠 ∗  
103.5 ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑠
𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑘
 = 10.35 𝑘𝑊ℎ𝑟/𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑘  
Energy produced over the lifetime of the bike: 
 
10.35 𝑘𝑊ℎ𝑟𝑠
𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑘
 ∗  
50 𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑘𝑠
𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟
 ∗  8 𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑠 = 4140 𝑘𝑊ℎ𝑟𝑠 
Energy Savings over lifetime: 
 4140 𝑘𝑊ℎ𝑟𝑠 ∗  
$0.12
𝑘𝑊ℎ𝑟
 = $𝟒𝟗𝟔 
 
Potential energy savings, $496 over lifetime of 8 years. 
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Appendix B. House of Quality 
 
Team EcoGen 
Claire Shubert, Matt 
Snitowsky, Jared 
Rounsevell, Andy Wong 
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Safety 25  9 9 1                 2 4 
Fits within existing 
footprint 10 
 
      9               1 1 
Reasonable 
maintenance 15 
 
3 3 3   9       9 3   2 4 
Current model 
compatible 15 
 
      9               4 1 
Cost - at least 
break even with 
electricity cost 15 
9 
            9         4 4 
No negative effect 
on user's 
experience 10 
 
          9         9 3 4 
Low noise 5  1             9       4 4 
Last as long as 
bike 5 
 
                3 9   1 4 
 
Units    W in Parts lbs in. oz stp $ dBA yrs yrs % 
  
 
Targets   
100 0.
25 0 15 0 0 0 250 65 2 8 10 
  
 
2007 Project   100 80 All 8 0 na 0 99 <60 0 na 10 
  
 
Human Dynamo   150 10 1 na 36 na 0 1450 na na na N/A 
  
   
 
             
9 =  Strong Correlation Benchmarks: 1-Does not meet requirement → 5-Fully meets requirement 
3 =  Medium Correlation 
 
 
             1 =  Small Correlation 
 
 
  
Note: na = information not available, N/A = not applicable 
□ = No Correlation 
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Appendix C.  Decision Matrices 
Rating, Percent Description 
100  Complete satisfaction; objective satisfied in every respect 
75  Considerable satisfaction; objective satisfied in the majority of aspects 
50  Moderate satisfaction; a middle point between complete satisfaction and no satisfaction 
25  Minor satisfaction; objective satisfied in some but less than half of the aspects 
0  No satisfaction; objective not satisfied in any aspect 
  
Power Transmission Design Matrix 
   
 
Alternatives Install 
Alternator on 
Flywheel 
Improve 
Friction Pad 
Wear on 
Current 
Design 
CURRENT 
Friction Pad 
Design 
Attach Power 
Gen Dvc. to 
Existing Belt 
Drum 
Secondary 
Drive to 
Attach Power 
Gen Device 
Criteria 
Weight 
factor 
Protection 
From Damage 
and User 
Injury 
20.0% 
100.0%   25.0%   25.0%   70.0%   70.0%   
    20.0%   5.0%   5.0%   14.0%   14.0% 
 Limited 
Physical 
Extension 
Away from 
Bike 
10.0% 
100.0%   80.0%   80.0%   50.0%   100.0%   
  
  10.0%   8.0%   8.0%   5.0%   10.0% 
Low 
Frequency of 
Maintenance 
10.0% 
100.0%   50.0%   25.0%   75.0%   90.0%   
    10.0%   5.0%   2.5%   7.5%   9.0% 
Low Cost 
10.0% 60.0%   80.0%   50.0%   80.0%   75.0%   
    6.0%   8.0%   5.0%   8.0%   7.5% 
Low Noise 
5.0% 100.0%   100.0%   100.0%   90.0%   90.0%   
    5.0%   5.0%   5.0%   4.5%   4.5% 
Lower 
Resistance 
10.0% 
100.0%   60.0%   60.0%   70.0%   80.0%   
  
 
10.0%   6.0%   6.0%   7.0%   8.0% 
Lifetime 
15.0% 100.0%   50.0%   10.0%   100.0%   100.0%   
  
 
15.0%   7.5% 
 
1.5%   15.0%   15.0% 
Universality 
5.0% 90.0%   70.0%   70.0%   60.0%   80.0%   
    4.5%   3.5%   3.5%   3.0%   4.0% 
Power 
Generation 
Efficiency 
15.0% 
100.0%   75.0%   70.0%   90.0%   90.0%   
    15.0%   11.3%   10.5%   13.5%   13.5% 
 
100.0%   95.5%   59.3%   47.0%   77.5%   85.5% 
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Motor Selection Design Matrix 
 
Alternatives 
 
Anaheim 
Automation DC 
Brushless 
Motor 
Windstream DC 
Generator 
AC Inductor 
Motor 
  
Criteria 
Weight 
factor   
RPM 
25.0% 100.0%   100.0%   100.0%   
     25.0%   25.0%   25.0% 
 
Size of 
motor 
10.0% 90.0%   80.0%   90.0%   
     9.0%   8.0%   9.0% 
 
Price 
15.0% 75.0%   50.0%   75.0%   
     11.3%   7.5%   11.3% 
 
Ease of 
Connection 
10.0% 100.0%   100.0%   100.0%   
     10.0%   10.0%   10.0% 
 
Power 
Output 
15.0% 100.0%   100.0%   100.0%   
     15.0%   15.0%   15.0% 
 Power 
Generation 
Efficiency 
25.0% 85.0%   85.0%   75.0%   
     21.3%   21.3%   18.8% 
 
 
100.0%   91.5%   86.8%   89.0% 
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Power Generating Design Matrix 
 
 
Alternatives 
Gears Belts Chain Criteria 
Weight 
factor 
Lifetime 
20.0% 100.0%   75.0%   100.0%   
    20.0%   15.0%   20.0% 
Low Noise 
15.0% 90.0%   80.0%   50.0%   
    13.5%   12.0%   7.5% 
Cost 
15.0% 50.0%   100.0%   75.0%   
    7.5%   15.0%   11.3% 
Ease of 
Connection 
10.0% 50.0%   80.0%   50.0%   
    5.0%   8.0%   5.0% 
Maintenece 
15.0% 50.0%   100.0%   90.0%   
    7.5%   15.0%   13.5% 
Power 
Transfer 
efficiency 
25.0% 100.0%   75.0%   75.0%   
    25.0%   18.8%   18.8% 
 
100.0%   78.5%   83.8%   76.0% 
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Appendix D. Design Drawings 
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Appendix E. Detailed Supporting Analysis 
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Open Hours at Rec Center: Monday-Friday 6am-12am 
        Saturday  8am-10pm 
         Sunday  8am-12am 
         Total Open Gym Hours:  120 hours/week 
Assumptions: 
 100 Watts produced on average rides’ workout 
 Bikes used 90% on weekdays, and 75% on weekends, 103.5 hours/week 
 PG&E cost of electricity is $0.12/kWhr 
 Rec Center open 50 weeks a year, average 
 Life time of bikes, 8 years 
 
Calculate kilo watt hours produced per week: 
 100 𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑠 ∗  
103.5 ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑠
𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑘
 = 10.35 𝑘𝑊ℎ𝑟/𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑘  
Energy produced over the lifetime of the bike: 
 
10.35 𝑘𝑊ℎ𝑟𝑠
𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑘
 ∗  
50 𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑘𝑠
𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟
 ∗  8 𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑠 = 4140 𝑘𝑊ℎ𝑟𝑠 
Energy Savings over lifetime: 
 4140 𝑘𝑊ℎ𝑟𝑠 ∗  
$0.12
𝑘𝑊ℎ𝑟
 = $𝟒𝟗𝟔 
 
Potential energy savings, $496 over lifetime of 8 years. 
 
 
 
 
Flexible Shaft Concept 
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Torque required to rotate Bison motor (from rowing project) at appropriate RPM, 
obtained from motor spec sheet: 41 oz-in 
41 𝑜𝑧 ∙ 𝑖𝑛 ∗  
1 𝑙𝑏
16 𝑜𝑧
 = 2.56 𝑙𝑏 ∙ 𝑖𝑛 
This was compared to the torque capacity chart for bi-directional flexible shafts 
(http://www.sswt.com/bidirection_eng.htm) to obtain a minimum shaft bend radius of 4 
inches. 
 
Modification of Previous Project Concept 
Star Trac flywheel diameter: 𝐷 = 10.25 𝑖𝑛 
Existing foam shaft outer diameter: 𝑑 = 0.613 𝑖𝑛 
Speed ratio: 
𝐷
𝑑
=  
10.25
0.613
= 16.72 
From Appendix A, bike averages 103.5 hr/wk of use and 50 wk/yr 
Use in minutes/year: 
103.5 
ℎ𝑟
𝑤𝑘
∗  
50 𝑤𝑘
𝑦𝑟
 ∗ 1𝑦𝑟 ∗  
60 𝑚𝑖𝑛
ℎ𝑟
 =  310500 𝑚𝑖𝑛/𝑦𝑟 
Estimate of 95 rpm speed f Show Desktop.scf or average rider 
Foam shaft rotation over one year: 
95
𝑟𝑒𝑣
𝑚𝑖𝑛
∗ 310500
 𝑚𝑖𝑛
𝑦𝑟
∗ 16.72 = 493 𝑚𝑖𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑐𝑦𝑐𝑙𝑒𝑠 𝑖𝑛 𝑜𝑛𝑒 𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟 
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Pulley ratio calculations 
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
  
Belt length calculations  
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
dpulley  [in]   =  10.5
d f ly wheel  [in]   =  1.25
ratio1   =  
dpulley  [in]
d f ly wheel  [in]
ratio1   =  8.4
driv er  [rpm]   =  80
driv en  [rpm]   =  2400
ratio2   =  
driv en  [rpm]
ratio1  · driv er  [rpm]
ratio2   =  3.571
db  [in]   =  6
ds  [in]   =  1.5
C  [in]   =  5
s  [radians]   =   – 2  · arcsin
db  [in]  – ds  [in]
2  · C  [in]
b  [radians]   =   + 2  · arcsin
db  [in]  – ds  [in]
2  · C  [in]
s  [radians]   =  2.208   [radians]
b  [radians]   =  4.075   [radians]
L  [in]   =  ( 4  · C  [in]
2
 – ( db  [in]  – ds  [in] )
2
)
0.5
 + 0.5  · ( db  [in]  · b  [radians]  + ds  [in]  · s  [radians] )
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Max pedal speed and max power calculations 
   
   
   
Rowing group: generator torque of T4000 = 0.3 N*m @ 4000 rpm 
   
   
   
   
   
  
L  [in]   =  22.81   [in]
generator  [rpm]   =  4000
4   =  
generator  [rpm]
pedal  [rpm]  · ratio1
pedal  [rpm]   =  119   [rpm]
T4000  [N*m]   =  0.3   [N*m]
Pwatts  [W]   =  generator  [rpm]  · 2  · 
60
 · T4000  [N*m]
Pwatts  [W]   =  125.7   [W]
Php  [hp]   =  Pwatts  [W]  · 
1   [hp]
745.7   [W]
Php  [hp]   =  0.1685   [hp]
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Shaft Forces Analysis
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𝑇𝐴1 − 𝑇𝐴2 =
2𝑇
𝑑
 
𝑇 = 23.5 𝑖𝑛 − 𝑙𝑏 
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Shaft Deflection Analysis  
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Shaft Fatigue Analysis 
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Shaft Bending Analysis 
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Motor Mount Analysis 
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Belt Selection Analysis 
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Appendix F. Gantt Chart 
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Appendix G. Vendor Supplied Component Specifications and Data Sheets 
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Misumi Catalog P. 2055 
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Flat Belt 
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Appendix H. List of Vendors, Contact Information and Pricing 
Large Pulley Vendor 
Durabelt Flat Idler Pulley part # Flat Idler 6‛x0.75‛ with flush bearing #BA41 
3 for $51.12 or 1 for $39.16 
10 Day Lead Time 
Kaman Industrial Technologies (Spoke with John) 
2930 LOS OLIVOS  
OXNARD, CA 93036  
Phone: (805) 981-9044  
 
Small Pulley Vendor 
Misumiusa.com Small Flat belt Drive Pulley part # HBPG30 – P12 – 21 
$12.10 
1105 Remington Road, Suite B 
Schaumburg, IL 60173 
Tel: 847-843-9105 or 800-681-7475 
E-mail: inquire@misumiusa.com 
 
Flat Belt Vendor 
Flat High Efficiency Belt (TC-Series) 
Habasit product #TC-20EF with minimum pulley diameter of 1‛.  2mm thick 
$25 for 0.5 inch width and 26.5in length 
4-5 Day Lead time 
New England Belting Company (Spoke with Greg) 
27 Mill Street 
Berlin, CT 06037  
Telephone: 860-828-4444 
Toll Free: (800) 235-8126 
Email: info@newenglandbelting.com  
 
Motor Vendor 
NEMA Size 34 Brushless DC Motor 
BLY342S-30V-3000 
$165.47 
Anaheim Automation 
910 East Orangefair Lane 
Anaheim, CA 92801-1195 
Phone: 1-714-992-6990 
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Rectifier Vendor 
3 Phase Bridge Rectifier Diode 60A 1200V 60MT120KB 
$30.48 
Virtual Village Ltd. 
Suite 203, 
2880 Zanker Road 
California - San Jose, Silicon Valley. 95134 
 
Set Screw Vendor 
Fastenal 
M3 HexHead Set Screw; 5mm long 
$0.06 each, one needed 
81 Higuera St # 100 
San Luis Obispo, CA 93401-5427 
Telephone: (805) 786-4505 
All Other Parts Vendors 
McMaster-Carr 
9630 Norwalk Blvd. 
Santa Fe Springs, CA 90670-2932 
Tel-(562) 463-4277 
Home Depot 
1551 Froom Ranch Rd 
San Luis Obispo, CA‎ 
(805) 596-0857 
 
RadioShack 
481 Madonna Rd # A 
San Luis Obispo, CA‎ 
(805) 544-5400‎ 
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Appendix I. Design Verification Plan 
ME428/ME481/471 DVP&R Format 
 
 
 
Report Date 
 3/13/2009 
Sponsor 
David Braun 
 Component/Assembly 
  
  
REPORTING ENGINEERS:                          
Matt Snitowsky, Andy Wong, 
Claire Shubert, Jared Rounsevell 
TEST PLAN TEST REPORT 
Item 
No 
Specification or 
Clause 
Reference 
Test 
Description 
Acceptance 
Criteria 
Test  
Responsibility Test 
Stage 
SAMPLES 
TESTED 
 TIMING TEST RESULTS   
  
  
NOTES 
Quantity Type 
Start 
date 
Finish 
date 
Test 
Result 
Quantity 
Pass 
Quantity 
Fail 
1 
Largest 
opening on 
exterior cover 
for moving 
parts when fully 
assembled 
Attempt to 
insert wooden 
#2 pencil into 
all openings 
<0.25 inch All DV All holes B 12/2/09 12/2/09  Fail       
2 
Number of 
mechanical 
(moving) or 
electrical 
components 
accessible 
(aside from 
insulated wires) 
without the use 
of tools 
Visual 
Inspection 
0 Parts All DV 1 B 12/2/09 12/2/09  Pass   All    
3 
Weight of 
added parts 
Parts 
measured on 
analog scale 
< 15 lbs All DV 1 B 11/20/09 11/20/09   Pass      
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4 
Extension 
outside of bike 
footprint 
(outermost 
dimensions of 
bike when 
viewed from 
top view) 
Visual 
Inspection 
0 inches All DV 1 B  12/2/09 12/2/09  Pass      
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
5 
Additional user 
interaction to 
activate 
product after 
initial bike start-
up 
Visual 
Inspection 
0 steps All DV 1 B  12/2/09 12/2/09  Pass       
6 
Lifetime 
production and 
maintenance 
cost 
Analyze 
manufacturing 
and additional 
parts costs 
<$500 All DV 1 B  12/2/09  12/2/09    Pass      
7 
Sound heard at 
bike seat 
Measure 
sound with a 
decibel meter 
set at the bike 
seat in a quiet 
room 
< 65 dB (A) All PV 4 C  11/30/09 11/30/09 Pass       
8 
Time between 
regularly 
expected 
maintenance 
Fatigue 
analysis on 
system 
> 1 year All DV 1 B  11/20/09 12/2/09  Pass      
9 
Water poured 
on product 
cannot come in 
contact with 
interior 
electrical parts 
and should 
drain on its own 
Pour a 
specified 
amount of 
water on 
enclosure then 
visually 
inspect and 
gather poured 
water and re-
measure 
No water on 
electrical 
parts 
All PV 10 C 12/2/09  12/2/09 Fail      
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10 
Produce 
useable power 
under 30 
seconds 
Visual 
Inspection 
100 Watts All PV 10 C 11/20/09  12/2/09  Pass      
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Appendix J. Electrical Testing Data 
Variable Speed Test  
 4 ohm 
(Actual 4.1)       
Speed 
(rpm) 
Voltage 
(V) 
Current 
(A) 
Power 
(W) 
63.8 12.6 3.1 39.1 
73.6 15.3 3.8 58.1 
79.0 16.2 4.1 66.4 
91.2 19.9 4.9 97.5 
66.9 14.7 3.6 52.9 
85.7 16.5 4.4 72.6 
138.6 27.6 7.2 198.7 
113.7 22.7 5.9 133.9 
104.0 21.0 5.1 107.1 
98.5 21.9 5.3 116.1 
103.4 24.0 5.9 141.6 
        
 3 ohm 
(Actual 4.2)       
62.0 12.5 3.6 45.0 
70.5 13.8 4.8 66.2 
76.0 16.0 5.6 89.6 
121.0 24.0 7.8 187.2 
107.6 21.9 7.2 157.7 
99.1 19.8 6.6 130.7 
90.0 18.0 6.0 108.0 
79.6 17.9 5.8 103.8 
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connected to system 
  Speed 
(rpm) 
Voltage 
(V) 
Current 
(A) 
Power 
(W) 
58.4 12.4 3.0 37.2 
56.5 12.7 3.2 40.6 
69.9 13.8 7.6 104.9 
73.0 14.0 8.0 112.0 
80.3 14.4 9.8 141.1 
83.3 14.8 9.9 146.5 
76.0 14.5 9.4 136.3 
63.8 13.5 4.2 56.7 
60.8 13.1 5.4 70.7 
69.9 13.9 8.0 111.2 
66.9 13.7 6.0 82.2 
74.8 14.0 8.9 124.6 
76.6 14.2 9.8 139.2 
82.7 14.7 11.0 161.7 
78.4 14.6 10.4 151.8 
54 12.0 3.0 36.0 
65 13.2 5.2 68.6 
70 13.8 7.2 99.4 
78 14.4 7.8 112.3 
 
Variable Resistance Test at 75 rpm 
Resistance 
(Ω) Voltage (V) 
Current 
(A) 
Power 
(W) 
8.1 16.8 2.1 35.3 
8.0 17.8 2.5 44.5 
6.4 16.8 2.9 48.7 
5.7 16.9 3.4 57.5 
        
4.2 15.4 5.4 83.2 
2.7 14.1 7.0 98.7 
8.0 16.6 2.6 43.2 
6.4 18.5 3.1 57.4 
5.7 17.0 3.5 59.5 
4.1 18.5 4.6 85.1 
4.2 16.0 5.8 92.8 
 
